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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
DTANK FURNITURE LAUNCHES COART ACOUSTICS AT NEOCON 2018
CoArt Acoustics presents line of acoustical configurations and new art collections for branded commercial interiors.

LOS ANGELES, CA. APRIL 4, 2018.
dTank will be presenting CoArt Acoustics, a complete acoustical art system that combines an effective acoustic
solution with custom and ready-made art collections at The Mart in Chicago on June 11-13th. NeoCon serves as
the commercial design industry’s launch pad for innovation- showcasing ideas and products that shape the built
environment today and into the future. CoArt Acoustics is a framed acoustical panel wrapped with a printed fabric
that serves a variety of purposes but most notably solves acoustical issues while branding a space with ready-made
or custom art. Key features include double-sided and interchangeable art fabric, dry-cleanable fabric up to 100 feet
long, and turnkey installation.
CoArt offers interiors seven different acoustical configurations from being mounted against a wall, hung from the
ceiling, to a moveable freestanding option. The sleek, high-end frame and innovative suspension technology can
also be used to divide a space, create privacy or be used as a design element. The system received a 0.8 NRC
acoustic rating and Class A fire rating. From acoustic effectiveness and corporate branding to providing inspiring and
welcoming spaces, those working in healthcare, educational, corporate or commercial environments will find CoArt
Acoustics the solution to enhancing the performance of their space. CoArt will also be launching its latest readymade Art Collections curated with an array of tones, hues, and color ways. With the option of custom branded art,
the final product provides the exact look, feel, and functionality for any space.
“After nearly two decades of working with architects, designers, and end users, we began to see a need for functional,
branded acoustical art to correct and prevent architectural sound problems. We created CoArt as a multifunctional
system that enables a collaborative and turnkey experience for our clients. By implementing this process we create
an adaptive, high-quality product with meaningful art that tells a story.” explains Principal, Reto Eberle. “We see
NEOCON as the ultimate platform for launching a product like CoArt, giving us the opportunity to get our product
directly in front of the design community.”
dTank’s experience in the industry and ability to adapt to customer needs allow them to continually innovate and
develop relevant solutions. All products are manufactured in the United States, using the most advanced materials
and fabrication techniques. Interior designers, architects, and end users alike seeking to treat inconvenient acoustic
reverberations can visit us on the 7th floor at booth #2004 or call us at (818) 252-3888. We are also available
via email at info@coartbydtank.com. For more information on dTank’s custom services as well as CoArt acoustical
products, visit our website here.
###

ABOUT COART ACOUSTICS

Driven by art, functionality, and interior design, CoArt combines acoustics with art, to make acoustics beautiful and
art functional. No project small or large deters the creative and innovative ambition of CoArt, providing acoustical
solutions across various industries, with an understanding of each environment and their acoustic requirements.
CoArt provides full turnkey, concept to installation, service to every client.

ABOUT DTANK

For over 20 years, dTank has been a leader in furniture customization. dTank specializes in working with architects
and designers to create custom furniture solutions for corporate, healthcare, educational and commercial spaces. We
continue to revolutionize the industry by creating sophisticated environments that incorporate the latest ergonomic
features and technology solutions. With over two decades of collaboration we have developed a diverse set of
clients, from budding creative firms to Fortune 500 companies.

